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The only excu i ran [ivi
for whaT iii writfc n iho' • is that if you own a magazine then you can advertise your
own books in it! ..' . na fc ia there to say "hi.; month that make:; the Editorial
the punch. veryone says they turn to first? Recent visits to London
where I have talked bh argamers and manufacturers! at the Model Engineering
Exhibition and i Lsewhere, have given me a profound knowledge of the intrigue,
bitchyness and :cior. thai to pervade the hobby. Unfortunatcly
none of it is ',\>r public-;'. i on but i.t always maker, me heave a sigh of relief when I
get back into my own home and shut the door on it all besides making me even more
convinced as ,he days go by that the ideal wargaming is a parochial affair fought
on regular evenings with the same friends.

Piracy of commercial figures still deems to be going on - a small boy boucht
ONE Willie figure just before Christmas and then after the holiday, brought it back
to the shop and said that it was not the one his friend wanted for as a present and
could he change it - but he forgot to .crape off the synthetic rubber adhering to
the figure when he had made the mould!
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#6.20 in Canada - including Bank Handling Charge),
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Quest Writer of the Month.
A.'i ASsy/iiR "t"-; mom'.; ac.vbr"an of cahajv.

by

Lien l.fiianl-CoJoni'1 J.?.:.-iw',oi--' ".".

Lieutenant-Colonel Lavfod, aft' • I ' . '...; 01 • , I ;ci,ure3 at
the Hoyal Military Academy, Sandhurst. Ge in i i nthUi-iastic wargamei and was en-
author, with Briga-'ler Peter Young, of thi boo! "CHARGE!"

Lact month was printed a lifer from Thomas A••>- i-man of Ontario, Ctanadn, o.,. :ha
with th-r answer by Brigadier Y.-ung. This month 7<t.-Ccl r.-r-l I.swford'E i : .-. s

"Dear Mr. Aekorman, Thank you for your letter of July 24th. I am not qui -
that I knew what you near by the psychological factor in war, but I .. n! I '
most battles form part of a campaign, and ar ..
field of battle. For this reason a tattle or series of bat-lies that ari.-:e from a
Einpaign do add realism. To gace a oampaigc you mnt work off :••• •-. '•-••• no spi

here to tell you how to i!o it, but no doubt Den Feal • ne sould supply you n'ith
good set of ruler.. In this 3ystoin ma'or clashes are fought out ar w«rgpmos or the
table-top, while minor ones are generally resolved by som fairly arbitrary ruling! .

But what you seem really to want to know is how to plan a nampaign. A |
profound question. I will do Iail balow BOire of the consid n bione you si ould bear
in mind. A1 the cutset you miflt allocate your troops, appoint capHnl town.; end
supply bases and the normal peacetime location o\ ;he troop, , which sho.ijd be known
to both .ide:. Starting fron there your considerations should possibly cover the
following:

1. A conipo-i:;o:i of rtrm^th. Wl;o has fch' advantage? In what wey? Who :• Joes
your strength lie, where your weakness? How can you exploit the one ..>,i. e the
other? Are you strong enough bo attack, or would it le wisi •• to remain cr. th de
fensive?

2. The ground. If you arf attacking: which ire th-. follow, where
are the defiles, river line:t, fortified towns, high ground, marshy ground, etc., where
your enemy might stand end fight witfc the advantage >>•• his ifie? Which areas will
favour you?

j. Vulnerable arer.r. Which areas are vital V. tie uaemy? What touet la. dsfenS
at al! -.osts? Where are his supply bases? These consider?tions [jive the k<y &a to
how to for.:e him to give battle if his army is considerably weaker than youro and his
obvious policy is i.o delay rather than to stand and fight.

4. Time and space. How long will it take you to get to the various citical
areas? Where «ill you form your supply bases? How will you protect them?

5. The enemy' s claim. What alternative courses of ao on .-. • • <•.-• u to him?
Taking into account his peacetimes dispositions how is he likely tc rednploy his non?

•-•. What alternatives are open to you?

7. Th-- Plan. Check it against three prirciples, th • • n.ora thst you can
s-arcl- out for y urself by reading nilitary manuals, conounceaier.ts of
generals, but thsfse three will insure yea against Disking a gross error, although war-
gaining being a two-sided exercise they will not necessarily guarantee you success.

•>. Ooncentration. Will your amy tie able -,o fight with all it:, etrergth, o"
might the enemy be able to concentrate his whole force against only a portion
^i yours?

b. Arc your bases reasonably secure? You must not over-inr.ure here or ycu will
'..(.•aken your field amy to no purpose.

0. Ho;: will you deceive your eno.-iy as to your intention;;, have you selected be
obvious plan? In Wargaming as in wa..-, surprise ;s -robably the biggest
'ingle fso her.



During the course of the game use your cavalry to patrol forward vigorously;
"jry and locate the main strength of y.uir enemy while keeping your own corcealed.
tfever allow your *rmy to bo brought'to battle piecemeal.'

Tn a campaign it is vital to take logiotios or matters of supply, into account,
the? .::•• th i -e-.'-r •,-._• -get err.. »rmies nu-st be r.-rlenished at regular intervals or
pay -r-.- appropri .. nalty. tt your opponent claims to be a Frenchman "living off
the '.an I, ask him oi which ::vo his powder and shot grows.

To obtain examples of »/ha 1 I h«ve kmid, the best thing to do is to study the
cerapiiigna of ic-n ;;r,r|' ral, "apcleon or Wellington. L'avid Chandler has written
u iva-sir; aoucunt of Papolao.'.'a campaigns printed In this country by Weidftnfeld and
Nicholson: it has also been published in t'e United States. A study of thsse cam
paigns ;..• fnsci.at.ing in itself -.nd is the best way of studying strategy.

I h-_->-. .' is • e manngf--] to answer sonic of youi* queries.

Tours sincere? yi
J.P.L..wford."

COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

C. Perry

I felt that Q subscriber's idea of reaction tests for regimental officers is a
splendid idea. This I feel was vital in the Napoleonic period e.g. the aggressive
ness of the Gordon Highlanders in comparison to other Highland regiments. Doubtless
this would cause lengthy arguments, If sub-listed. However, I feel it is the Devil's
own job to produce simple but realistic morale rules. Either we are burdened with
mile lon;j tables a la Bayonet rules or they produce ridiculous results. If anyone
can produce morale rules which are consistent with a "snappy quick" game but one
reasonably simple to operate I :m sure they will be given a place in the wargames
heaven (or hell as the case maybe).

It occurs to me that I should like to add to the argument about British troops
in the Napoleonic Wars. Some of the writer's seem to be giving British troops almost
superhuman qualities. Thi.i is quite ridiculous and I think denigrates the courage of
the British soldier. It is easy to be courageous if one is a superman. The truth is
that during the period the British labourer was probably better off than most others
in the world apart from the French. Therefore, they had comparisons with perhaps the
"worst off" in Europe in the Spanish Peninsular. This gave them the British equiva
lent of revolutionary zeal. The reason he was better off was because at that time
the (factory system) of Industrial Revolution was making this country very rich ex
porting cotton garments to the Colonies amongst other things. This explains how the
British Government were able to bribe other Governments notably Austria and Russia to
make war on the French. To develop this, there is the British cavalry had the re
putation of being the best in the world. This was simply because th; British Army
had plenty of money to spend on horses. Thus generally speaking British cavalry
horses were better and in more plentiful supply than the French. Thus the 10th
Hussars beat the Chasseurs of the Garde in the Peninsular because they had better
mounts and caught them in the flank. Hot because British cavalrymen were supermen.
It does an injustice to the tactical skill of their CO. (whose name escapes me for
the moment) to assume they were naturally superior. In summery then I fell that
British morale may have been a little greater than other nations because of the raised
standard of living of the average British working man ahd because they could contrast
this with the way of life of the Spanish peasants. This was enhanced by buoyant
leadership* The 3ritish aristocracy was a little freer and a shade less brutal than
the average European aristocracy. The key factor was of course Wellington's ideas
on cover which of course were hears ahead of his time. I have often felt that the
Lines cf Torres Vedras were reminiscent of the 1914-18 trenches. In conclusion the
British were always paid comparatively regularly, fed regularly and even had tents.
This in itself makes a tremendous difference.

Well! That should set the feathers flying but my final contention is that wars
are always won by the richer of the two contestants.



THE TRUE POSITION OF THE 1975

NATIONAL WARGAMES CONVENTION

by

Trevor Halsall

It seems there has been some degree of uncertainty among wargamers concerning
the 1973 National Wargames Convention. I hope I may be able to go someway towards
dispelling these doubts.

As clear winning team in the 1972 National Championships, the traditional right
to organise the 1973 competitions fell to Leicester Wargames Society again. After
some discussion of the situation they decided to accept the burden and immediately
set up a strong committee of experienced senior wargamers to run the show. I might
add that I personally was not involved in these deliberations having moved to
Newbury the day after the 1972 Convention closed. Let me say quite definitely that
the 1973 National Worgames Championships will take place in Leicester.

One problem that does appear to be arising is the possible clash with new war-
games events which may be run over the same period. It would be a great pity if
such an eventuality did arise. September-October has traditionally been the period
for Conventions - indeed it is almost impossible to break this tradition in view of
the time needed to prepare ouch an event. There are several other wargames meetings
in the year now, eg. the Present Arms Exhibition in Southend, these have been timed
not to clash with the Convention in the past and I am sure always will be. The
system initiated by last year3 competitions of regional mini-competitions has of
course created a series of smaller local events, which should be encouraged as it
allows a number of clubs to participate in running this type of event. Such affairs
are fairly simple to organise, cheap to run and of course cannot clash with the
finals of the "ational Championships of which they form part. To organise a National
event at the time of the National Convention would be short sighted; on the basis of
recent experience it is unlikely that wargaming in this country would provide the
necessary financial support for two such events at the same time; the 1972 Convention,
which had many factors in its favour, made a small lose in spite of all predictions.
With wargamers split between two centres it is probable both events would fail.
Leicester have already made a heavy financial commitment to a hotel for the 1973
Convention. It would also be counter productive for a regional mini-convention to
take place at the same time as the National Championships, it would either be doomed
.to failure or would ensure that a number of talented players would be absent from the
National Championships; that would be unsatisfactory from the point of view of the
championships and the players concerned. There is plenty of space in the wargamers
calender to fit in new events. By all means let's have more - with moderation of
course. To try to rival established events is sure folly which will be detrimental
to the hobby and may only serve to divide wargamers into two opposing camps.

I must also make a few comments concerning wargames rules which unfortunately
is a subject closely associated with conventions. Most worgamers aim for rules which
combine realism with playability, though there is some difference of opinion on
emptiosis, and all of us have our own favourite method of attaining these ideals. A
large number of wargamers have very good ideas, their innovations may make consider
able contributions to our hobby, unfortunately very few have the means to make such
contributions public. It is a tradition that a club organising the Convention
chooses the rules for the competition, this is invaluable, it may mean competitors
have to work hard learning new rules, but it provides the opportunity for a number
of different sets of rules to be tried out and added to the general pool of accumula
ted experience. Rules used in conventions are rigorously tested, I would suggest
that all of us have benefited by the resulting general improvement in the standard
and choice of rules available. No one can claim that they have devised the perfect
set of rules for any given period. Until a set of rules is considered good enough
by general acclaim to be accepted nationally, it would not be proper for it to become
permanently established as the National Competition set with all the inherent advant
ages that gives to both the rules and to players who use them continuously. So far,
as a result of special circumstances, only the Wargamers Research Group Ancient Rules
have become generally accepted as such a National set as they have been proved to be
by far the best currently available. A National set of rules in any period may only
remain as such while it is demonstrably the best or at least by far the most accept
able available at any given time. It must also be flexible enough for improvement
as innovations are brought up. I hope no rule writers will fall into the trap of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25.



£)o YOU AGREE WITH....
STEPHEN REED ?

i

5

ON WORLD WAR II WARGAMES

1 must first declare that I am not keen on lining both sides of a table with
Airfix tanks and blazing away, and therefore have had little interest in World War
II wargames until the advent of Wargames Research Group Infantry action rules. Thin
early dislike has perhaps prejudiced my feelings in this period. With infantry only
wargames a reasonable degree of realism inched into Modern games, but at the price
of excluding, to a large extent, the armoured vehicles, heavy support weapons and
aircraft which are essential in the period.

Let us investigate the difficulties of modern wargames and see where the trouble
lies. First, a few guiding facts. Direct fire weapons can have ranges of 4 or 5

in theory, e.g. the .5 Browning HHG is quoted as 7,200 yards, but we can assume
a maximum effective range of say 2,000 yards due to terrain, accuracy and constraints
on ammunition. Effective rifle range is around 250 yards, but fire against advancing
or coverless enemy would commence about 400 yards. Artillery ranges are very much
higher, going up to 25,000 to 30,000 yards. Movement can be between 1 and 4 mph for
infantry, up to about 40 mph for vehicles, and up to 500 mph for aircraft. An action
between two tank forces may last no more than 5 minutes, individual tanks 10-30
seconds.

Assume you have an 8' x 6' table available let us determine a ground scale. To
get your artillery on table requires a scale of 12,000 to 1 or 1" to 1,000 feet. To
get your direct fire weapon on table the scale is about 1,000 to 1 or 1" to 80 feet.
Time scale comes next. Modern QF guns can fire about 1 shot every 5 seconds, not of
course including fully automatic weapons. To take account of every tank shot would
need at most 10 seconds a move. Unfortunately, when combined with the 1 to 80 feet
scale your infantry will move about -?> inch at maximum. With the other ground scale,
they don't move at all!

So, let us have an infantry move of say 4" when advancing using cover, about 2
mph. This gives us a time scale'of 1 move to 2 minutes. Since we cannot now deal
with each shot of a tank duel we must have an overall result for these actions. Also
some of our machine guns cannot fire at full rate for more than 30 seconds without
replacing barrels, and all will have to change belts or drums. So again we must use
average effects.

In order to fight a modern game then wo cannot realistically represent actions
between individual tanks (or aircraft) and involve our infantry, so we shall have to
represent units of tanks, infantry, etc., and deal in average results. We still have
the artillery and aircraft to consider. Artillery would not appear on table and
rather artificial rules will be needed for counter-battery work, air-strikes against
artillery, etc. Another slight problem is that vehicles are haring round the table
at up to 80" per move! Aircraft travel enormous distances, up to 750". Bother!
Things still don't fit too well, although by shading things fairly drastically a
playable set of rules can be produced, lacking somewhat in accuracy.

What must we do? One approach already well established is that of Avalon Hill
and others, a game where divisions and corps carry out strategic operations. The
combat results are usually crude but the games are still fairly accurate. Perhaps
we can compromise and produce something workable. Suppose we take as our basic units
the armoured regiment (16 tanks) and the infantry company (120 men) and represent
these by one model (l:300th scale please). Let us use a scale of 1" to 1,000 yards,
and one move to represent 30 minutes. We ore now working at a semi-strategic level
so we use average move distances, say 3" for infantry, 12" for motorised infantry and
transport, 16" for armour. Aircraft will bo handled by sorties against particular
areas or patrols, by squadrons.

Each figure will have an effect and penetration factor at different ranges to
represent the mix of weapons it contains, and an armour or defence factor. Position
factors%and random factors will combine to give a casualty figure from a table, each
figure will require say 20 casualties to kill.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22.



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS
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SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

IMS Framlmgham 733708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request.
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Talking of \^/argaming
by don featherstone

If you do not have to work for a living, have unlimited cash and your health and
strength are up to it, these are highly stimulating days for the wargamer! Even the
most hardened of us find traps and pitfalls on all sides as we tread warily among the
enticing advertisements in the numerous magazines at our disposal or at the various
exhibitions and in the shop windows. Otherwise we would find our wives and children
starving, the Building Society pounding on the front door of which they own a part,
the Inland Revenue and the Civic Centre all demanding their cash and none of them
will be the slightest bit reasonable when told that you ju3t could not resist a new
army in Laing's or Miniature Figurines 15mm scale, or Scruby's N gauge or Miniature
Figurines 5mm or Stadden 30mm, etc., etc., etc. Years ago I swore solemn vows that
1 hod bought the lot, that I would never buy another wargames figure (having armies
on my shelves that are thick with dust that have not fought a battle in years) but,
with all the skill accummulated in years of wargaming, I am fighting desperate solo
rearguard actions against buying any or all of these new attractions.

Some wargamers have it in their soul to collect, paint up and fight with an army
in one scale and then, when another scale is introduced, to sell the first army and
start again. I just cannot do that so that my shelves are a mixture oi 20mm; 25mm;
and 30mm figures, all massed in armies, corps, divisions, brigades, battalions, etc,
and then on top of all that, Airfix keep on putting out new boxes and their very
price makes them so attractive that I can hardly restrain myself from building up
battalions of French to make my Napoleonic army three or four times as large as it
is. Needless to say, there are very few battles when all the existing tlapolconics
get on the table at one time! For example, I am in the middle of writing Volume II
of my series for Stanley Paul "Wargames Through The Ages" - this one deals with the
horse-and-musket period and as I write up each period - the 30 Years War; Marlbor
ough's Campaign; the 7 Years War; the French in Egypt; the French in Italy; the
French chasing around in Germany, Poland and Russia, the American Revolution, the
War of 1812, the American-Mexican War of 1846 ther. I find myself irresistibly drawn
to each period in turn. That is why my wargames table at the moment contains an in
teresting Italian landscape of roads lined with poplar trees, walled cemeteries with
Cypress trees in each corner, mountain chalets and vineyards as u small force of 3
infantry battalions and some light troops plus 3 squadrons of cavalry and 2 horse-
guns form an Austrian rearguard that are pledged to hold back a French advance guard
under Murat to allow the main Austrian army to cross a pontoon bridge over the Mincio
River in Northern Italy, having just been defeated at Castiglione. Thi3 pleasant
little affair involving three wargamers a side, has been going on for a couple of
nights and, although there are only about 500 men on the table altogether (the French
have 1 battalion infantry, 2 battalions tirailleurs, 2 squadrons light davalry
and 2 guns, with more cavalry, infantry and guns coming up at unknown intervals dur
ing the game) it is a stimulating and realistic affair.

Not the least of the fun was making up the terrain so that it resembled Northern
Italy and, having spent, some of the most formative years of my life hiding in holes
in the ground from Salerno up to tho River Po, I have a pretty fair idea of what that
countryside looks like!

Anyway, to get back to wh.it I was saying in the beginning - the question is
whether one should shut ones eyes and ears to all that is going on around and be
pleasantly content with the armies already in existence or should ones spirit of
adventure be allowed to rise to the surface and, to hell with the expense, incon
venience and lack of shelf space -get out and buy a new army! I don't know - do
you?

HINT OF THK MONTH - Peter Lain;; writes "have you ever tried EAHES of Reading low melt
solder - I think it is actually Rose's Metal? Anyway it is ideal for metal figure
conversions - you use a liquid Flux which Eames sell and by tinning the surface to
be joined and using a low wattage soldering iron moot satisfactory results can be
achieved. Old toothpaste tubes when trimed car. be tailored onto the figure to give
most realistic drapes etc., it is ideal for straps. The iron must be continually
switched off to keep .it cool (M.P. for solder is 100°C or thereabouts) and the figure
washed wi:ll to remove acid afler finishing. The main disadvantage is that if it is
a bit pricey bet a little goes a Ion,; way."



1*1 HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIELO. HD7 3NX. ENGLAND

Foot Figures \£-
Ccvclry

Equipment : I
NEW RELEASES-FEBRUARY 1973

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC (BN)
BN26 British Line Infantry - star.dirg

firing

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

(BNC)
BNC 7 Royal Scots Greys Trooper -

charging

BNC10 Royal Scots Gruys Officer -
charging

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN 9 Line Infantry Grenadier - attackir.i
FN15 Line Infantry Officer - attacking
FN24 Light Infantry - kneeling firirg

PERSONALITY FIGURES (PF)
PF15 Blacksmith shoeing horse

25 EQUIPMENT RANGE (25)
25/AE British Napoleonic Sparo Wheel

Carriage

We take this opportunity to thank all of you who visited us on our stand at the recent ME Exhibition.

The universal criticism that our figures are produced only (or tho collector was very gratifying to say the least, but
our original intent was, and still is. to bring flair and originality to the war-game table. We modestly admit that wo
produce to collector standards but we loudly proclaim that we sell at war-game prices, backed by a production
capacity and delivery service second to none.

To our loyal 54 mm. customers, we announce tho release in the month ahead of our new range of figures and
horses. Further details in next month's modelling press.

On sale now, our and illustrated catalogue. 30p at your retailors. 33p ilii

WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Mo Cas M tal tfaterlige Modelr-

'":•'.- •. • Xi.::i..- Sbl".-.: Painted r::r. A::s";nbled

At never to be pepej feed t.riccs

Cr.ui. •: 5.M.S. S. 17|p
Battle Cl-!.:. Destroyer! V

Daring Class Destroyers 12sp
Vigilant Class Frigates 12.|p
Whit;y Clam FrJ | 12^P
Ton Class Kineswi epers

Post and Pack:.-.- "• per item. Oyer £5 F°:;t F*ee. 3.A.E.
• a: • iIstions.

liapolonnic WARCAKES INJURES by S.E.C.O.:-:.

What you have alway.-. wanti . ; pfectly proportioned wargam i rrect
anatomical scale. Easily converter, to your nts. Hate! Lng ' popular
scale. Make a superb diorama at little, cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Uuardsman.

Foot Figures 7^p each. Colour Bearer.-. Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 2Cp ea .
Cavalry Standi -d an cs 25p one'.,.

["or list of Ships and

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE

Model Fufnrcs&Holbbici
c

Specialists in Military Miniatures

8College Square Xorth, Belfast 111 1 6.-1 .V Telephone BELFAST-f.1f.9V



READERS' FORUM
YOU WRITE

TO US

"I noticed in July's issue the battle report by Gary Gygax (U.S.A.). how nice
it is to see someone wargaming on the eastern front involving slogging matches be
tween masses of heavy tanks like the Tigers and the Stalins. Even my own little
group cannot resist using the odd Panther or self-propelled 88 (Grille 10 type). This
leads to the Russians demanding T34/85's and thus our games unfortunately tend to
become up-gunned and up-armoured, as in my games each side is allocated a certain
number of points for its armour, ridiculous situations arise when a short Mark IV
will trundle down a road quite happily suddenly to be confronted by a T34/85 or even
the terrible visage of a whacking great Stalin.

May I draw every Eastern front wargamer's attention to a new trilogy which has
just beer: published in paperback. People may have already heard about it when it was
in hardback but just in case they have not it goes under the name of "Hitler's War Or
Russia" by Paul Carell Vol.1 - "Hi • Moves East", Vol 2 - "Scorched Earth", the
third has not yet been published but the first two are worth their weight in gold,

lold from the side, but with frequent references to Russian plans and
Ltion, :, Into the utmost details of the German-Soviet conflict, and it

makes the 'eadabli material I have ever seen."

C. Trus tram of Wilms low.,

*******

"The chan In ;ine have been , for the most part, for the best. I
!. Like and enjoy your new "Do You Agree With .„.." series - do you think

.you could ;et one of the next few writers to give tips on time-saving in war-
3f ™i:i' ' to become all-day affairs, with real exhaustion dulling

\ nd. I enclose ray subscription for the next year (I hope
' > you gave me are almost up) and look forward"to
- am .

By thi way, 1 would like to inform W.J.Cook, whose letter you printed last
month, that there is - 'games Society in Belfast, the Irish Model Soldier Society,
which me :ularly in a room on the 2nd floor of 8 College Square North, Belfast
1- J "r ° no' been to a meeting for some time (I can't stand the smoke!) but if Mr.
Cook is not so fussy, he- will, I am sure, find the natives far from hostile."

Peter McCulloch of Belfast.

*******

"'I -• ir. interesting, and indeed, encouraging to rea>l of such diversi-cy of opinion
within the ranks of wargameirs. Ko-one should be so arrogant as to suppose that his
(or her) opinions ere mor 'right' than anyone e3se's. T.i seems to me tret one sf
the Newsletter's gr atesl attributes Is chat .it provides an up-to-date contra! pool
or relevant ideas from vhi ' . .. • - ••, •.•• ", , „r not they are 'in touch' with h
Sroup, can draw. AH : ••..• -et their nd consequertly the magazine ad ao
°«*-eial line' r.o loes i\ eeem to favour one form of war-gaming to another, because

L"> va '8> '• l.**, are introduced to periods which they otherwise
may not know of.

l"-abl« ('Must List' and 'Books'); others are both provo-
7 ac<3 "". . ' course, s me are not :c interesting and some periods

o get Dior-- space than others yet th tial quality cf thi an be
• • • illy summed uj in the word 'reixtur '. I may not like someone's approach but

- wcta 'J never dery its position in tlie magazine.

. Cully support the changes which you have initiated. Change is always welcome
even if whet has been sacrificed was not particularly bad. Of course, r havi my

.:: their very triviality seer, to illustrate that cne ear find li com
et wxtb a magazine a! suoh • (or Bny<!» price. ndoubtedly you receive many

-( ' '::':: 'vt;' ::- these 9J,"> mine only adds to tho pile. Yet, they do, I hope, proviSe
encouragement to continue ;o do a job which oan be both irritating and time-consuming.
.0 'no-..- that it has all been worthwhile and the t someone out there lover, you must
help l.o ease those burdens, I hone you will continue to be able to «ait tht> iaa saine

rs."

Ph.-'.li.j A. Winston of Bolton.
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"Please find enclosed my subscription renewal for the Newsletter. Although I
find myself constantly disagreeing with the content of your editorials, the News
letter remains tho only true 'gaming' publication as opposed to modelling or figure
collecting."

John Clements of Rochdale.

*****

"Having just read the latest issue of your magazine (as great as ever! the
bottle report being clear for once!) I hope that your new book (SOLO WARGAMING) will

a point you seem to ignore in WARGAMES and ADVANCED WARGAMES etc., when you
iuss the solo grime. This point is the simple (and obvious one) that in a solo

•,me there is only one general therefore choose a period where only one general was
. ed in practice. Examples that spring to mind are the Roman army against the

barian hordes (e.g. my own solo 'scene' the Britons); Alexander the Great vs the
irbarisn parts of the Persian empire; the British against the Zulus/Fuzzy-Wuzzies/
D rvishes, etc. The solo gamer takes the disciplined side (suitably outnumbered!)
,nd attempts to crush the onrushing hordes using superior tao . I must
that in one such game the Britons (in a mere 2:1 superiority) managed^to rout my
first Cohorts with their initial charge. This took most of my flank with it and I
was soundly defeated! (Perhaps I should stick to drauchto!). The usual dice will
decide the strength and positions of the barbarians but beyond this they follow their
actual fighting patterns."

D. Tarbox of Rugby.

"We are dabbling in Star Trek, even to the extent of my founding a new race -
the Valusians. (King Kull readers will know the name). We have designed some new
ships, and some now weapons. All good 'fun' wargaming. I must say I like the idea
of a wargame set in space - no limits on ones imagination! Mind you the fact that
it is a two-sided game must not be lost sight of - it is no use producing the 'ulti
mate' weapon, because if you can't lose there is no game! This is half the fun
actually, finding a balance between an advantage and a disadvantage, so that clever
exploitation by either side can win."

Mike Blake of Bristol.

*****

"Times have changed. I am now an officer in the R.A.F. who have sponsored me
at University (imperial College, London). Now I have some money to add to my en
thusiasm for wargaming.

Do you remember Paddy Griffith's article on the growing up of a wargamer from
the toy soldier to the 'export' stage? It was printed about 3-4 years ago when the
Newsletter was. still in its large format. I think it gives a clue as to why many
people seem to have become disillusioned with the Newsletter and its contents. No
beginner ever finds a hobby magazine disinterosting as everything is now to him.
This is the phase which P.G. describes as the beginner having the fun of discovering
for himself what everyone else has already worked out. The second phase occurs when
the wargamer has learnt a respectable amount about his chosen period and becomes in
sular. He has a dangerous sense of superiority over the novice and is intolerant
of other opinions. This intolerance (which to a certain extent is a natural part
of a hobby"such as ours) means that more and more pages of tho Newsletter become
unoalatable. Opting out at this stage achieves little. If, however, you persevere
and discipline yourself to read and analyse articles which at first sight don t
look interesting or informative then you begin to see different ways of looking at
things and the whole thing bears fruit a second time. This third phase of wargam
is the most rewarding of all. Above all in wargaming do that which you enjoy most.

Peter Amey of Ipswich.

*****

"Your books are all very interesting and we have already begun a campaign
based on many of your ideas. The structure that such a campaign gives to the in
dividual battles is really enjoyable as are some of the unusual situations that
arise such as battles of encounter between a force made up entirely of cavalry and
one made up of artillery and infantry. The campaign keeps each battle from being
a mirror image of the one before it.

I look forward to many more fascinating issues of Wargamer's Newsletter."

Gary Gehrke of Hisconsin, U.S.A.



15 mm Metal Figures scale
IDEAL FOR DIORAMAS

,-,r,n

WARUAMES

From PETER LAING n bounds oak way,
SOUTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

SEND LONG SAE FOR DETAILS AND SAMPLE FIGURE

FUJI Grenadier marching (mitre)
FI02 Prlvoto marching (tricorn)
F103 Hautboy marching (tricom)
F104 Drummer marching (nicornl
F105 Officer with standard, marching
F106 Officer with halfpiko, marching
F107 Sergeant standing, with halbert
F10B Grenadier firing (mitrol
F103 Private firing (tricornl
F110 Grenadier standing, shoulder (rr
Fl 11 Private standing, shouldor (trice
F1I2 Drummer standing (tricorn)
Fl 13 Officer with standard, standing
F114 Officer with halfpike. standing
F115 Sorgeant standing, halbert (trice

4p A101 Gunner with whoolbarrow

4p A102 Gunner with sponge horizontal
4p A103 Gunner with handspiko
4p A104 Gunner with port fire
4p A105 Gunnor with sponge vortical
4p A10G Drover with whip, walking

>)4p A107 6 pdr cannon (4 part kit)
4p A10S Limber (3 part kill
4p A109 Pioneer with pick
4P A110 Pioneer with shovel

A111 Tumbrel cart (3 part kill
usket slung, horse4" M101 Drago

*P wal
*P M102 Dragoo

liking

8p Ml03 Mounted officer, horse standing 8p
4p M104 Oraught horso. walking Bp
4p M105 Cavalry, drawn sword, chargir^j 8p
4p M106 Mounted drummer, horse walking Bp
4p Mt07 Mounted trumpeter, horse walking 8p
4p M108 Oraught horse, standing 8p

ICp M109 Bavarian cuirassier, horse walking Bp

'^p Post b Package extra, cash with order.
*? Order* up to and Including £1 — 12p
4' Orders up to and Including C2 — 14p

"P Ordors up to and Including £3 — 16p
B Orders up to and Including £4 — 18p

Ordors ovor f-\ post freo.

Bp Trado onquirios wotcomed.

1066 and all that ... and SARACENS too! 15 mm
A new range of 15 mm metal figures from Peter Laing —
FEUDALS 11th-12th cent. A.D. (Crusades, Battle of Hastings, etc.)

F205 Saracen with spoar. marching 4p
F206 Saracon archer 4p
M201 Mounted Saracen with drawn 8p

sword

M202 Mounted Norman knight with Bp
lance

MORE ITEMS TO FOLLOW IN THIS SERIES

F201 Norman infantry with spoar,
standing

4p

F202 Norman infantry with 3x0,
marching

4p

F203 Norman archer 4p
F204 Saracen with raisod sword 4p

NEW MARLBURIANS

F116 Sergoant standing, halbort
(tricorn)

F117 Grenadier drummer, marching 4p

F118 Grenadier drummer, standing 4p

A112 Muleteer 4p

M110 Pack mule Op

Send 5p for catalogue

G. R. SETON,
23 GROVE ROAD,
LEIGHTON BUZZARD,
BEDS.

civii \v;ar

ANCIENT GREEKS, ROMANS,

INDIANS.

NORMANS, SAXONS, NAPOLEONICS.'

Prices: Foot - 6 p.
Cavalry - 14p.

Postage. Orders under £5 add 10#. Over £5 free.

4p
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE ACTION AT HANOVER COURT HOUSE

by

Gary Gy.'-ax

During tne Peninsular Camf.ai,;n many largo and
small battles were fought, so it provides k wealth
of possibilities for the ACW mini i fcurea wargamer.
Being faced with a request from the President of oui
Club to work up a game for eventual play bj tho member
made:

UHTOI! SITUATION: Our army seems destined to ;»ke Ric mo d soon, but report? of a
rebel force en our left flank are causing General McClellan concern. It is now 4 am,
27th May 1862.

UNION OBJECTIVE: You are to reconnoitre across the Paumunkey River towards Hanover
Court House. If any enemy units are located you are to ancertnin their strength,
neutralising them if at all possible. In any event, your command must locate any
rebels that are in the vicinity of Peake'r. Station. Dawn, and time i.- of the en.
You havo 3 days maximu-n. Your headquarters are just east of the Paumunkey River
opposite Peake's Station.

UNION ORDER OF 3ATTLE:

V Provisional Corps

15th Conn. (785)
2nd Maine

9th Ma S3.

2.?nd Mass.

Mass,, Sharpshooters (1 : ..)
16 th Mich.

Mich., Sharpshooters (1 Co,.)
5th New York (Duryec1 Zouaves) (.725
12 th " "

13 th " " (475)
14tn " "

17 th " "

25 th " "

44 th M 11

62nd Penn.

H3rd "

1st '.J.S. Sharpshooter;;

the following seleol ion was

6th Penn. Cuv. (630)
5th U.S. C-iv.

raine Lt., Bty. C.
R.I. 'ity. (6 rifles)
2nd U.S., Bty M.
5th " " D.

(Units are not brigaded historically in order to allow formation of nuch units
a-3 you der.ira in order to accomplish your objective. Numbers i.n parentheses indicate
actual strength where known.)

CUIFKEERATE SITUATION: The Yank's delay in attacking has enabled us to concentrate
the m.jority of available troops to oppese McClellsn, and it is expected that Cer.eral
John-ton will soon launch sr. attack which will abettor the enemy noinple-.cly. You are
headquartered at Hanover Court House, with units posted as you wish (indicate dis
positions to judge). It is new 6 a.m., 26th May 1862.

CONFEDERATE OBJECTIVE: Your command is to guard the rail lines running from Richmond
as far north or. Dawn to °eake's Station (12 miles). You are to prevent any Yankees
from cutting the rail lines.

CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE: Branch's Brigade

45th Geo-
7th ti.C.

12 th "
18 th "

4th Va. Cav.

'.ntham's Bty.



28-h N.C. (890)
57th "

15

Before play goes to the table-top movement will take place on a map of the area,
!:• tched as follows:
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The sketch maps will be large enough co that hourly moves can be made at a rate
of 1" (2 miles) per hour for infantry; l{" for artillery and 2" for cavalry, along
f;^ds. Movement overland will be i" per hour for both infantry and artillery and 1"
Far cavalry. Forced marches at 50$ increase in Bpeed will be allowed, but units
rtiioh force march will have to rest for one hour or one-half the time spent f
marching, whichever id greater. Movement can be made for up to twelve hours, :
troops will be fatigued if marched over ten hours (just as forced marched troops),
anil an hour brcik must be taken sometime around mid-day if the enemy have not beer
...,fed.

Orders for detachments must be written prior to their departure from the main
lio3y. Marching order of units must also be recorded. Sighting, dependent upon
lumbers of er.emy, notion and terrain will be at the judge's ciocretio:.

Once opposing forces are in contact play will move to the table, with the judge
l.jing out terrain, movement on the map will continue as unengaged formations con
tinue whatever course their respective commander:: elect. Of course, intelligence
will have to be relayed back to headquarters (at forced march onvalry speed) and new
•-.r.iers i.ssued and sent to separate detatchments in the sane manner. The actual en
gagement found the Federals pretty well concentrated, and after a sharp skirmish
•.heir overwhelming strength forced the Southerners to retire westwards to Ashland
after giving about as good a3 they got. Horffver, I have ringed the objective so that
-;here is a fair chance that the Union commander will fan his troops out in order to
quickly locate the Confederates, and a tough, woll-l,al--.nced battl- could occur.

In any event it should make a colourful game, what with the motley dress of the
Rebs and the Zouaves and Sharpshooters on the Northern side. As soon as the action
is conducted by the LCTSA I will pass on word of how it turned out - by a regular
"3attle Report" if it went well. Meanwhile :ion:e of youv readers might want to try
it out for themselves.

FURTHER TO THE GARDYL00 ARTICLE

by

Robert W. Jones (author)

The October issue just arrived and I believe that Mr. Gygax essentially mis
read and misunderstood my Wargamer's Gardyloo article. To reply point by point:

1. The intent of ray article war, to show that while all wargamers think they
are right - not all are playing' equally well thought out or researched rules.

2. Many gamers are poor historians with limited research abilities - this takes
no research into "bodies of wargame rules" just meeting wargamers and reading wargame
journals will suffice.

5- If the key isn't "research per se nor an understanding of game-theory ;^nd
nics" what is it?!!! Voodoo? Witchcraft? Tea leaves?•echa

4. My comments as to "H.G.Weil's roll-a-six" were directed" at the style of
gpme - not Mr. Well's historical method. His game is not historic, it is a "game of
diversion" as Well's freely admits.

5. National differences are an insidious concept, which can easily lead the
wargamer into error. They are often based solely on English sources which would,
quite naturally make the English look somewhat superior. How many gamers read French
sources, German or Russian? Could not the English longbowman be looked upon as
having a technological advantage? The Swiss a tactical concept advantage? Were not
solutions eventually found by their enemies? Doesn't this striking advantage make
vergammg in the period of the above troops tedious in its predictability? Do such
differences exist in the Napoleonic period which is the area I was most concerned
with in Gardyloo? One will be hard put to prove substantial differences in technol
ogy or tactical concept in the Napoleonic period, which is why the period is excell
ent for wargaming. The commander's skill is the touchstone of victory.

6. I have already published a set of rules, La Jeu de la Guerre, containing my
few innovations, which Mr. Cygax can purchase after reading our advertisement in the
"Courier". His scepticism is not a good practice for a wargame rule Editor-publisher;
unless he amends this attitude he will miss many new and exciting ideas.
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NEW BOOKS

by

.W'.T.Thurbon

ONE UP THE FEW - Group-Car tain Kent. (197D £2.75P- The story of a Canadian
Pilot who nerved in the R.A.F. in the Battle of Britain, .-it one time jading the
Polish Sauadron. ATest pi] ter at Farnborough and Chief Pilot after the war.

V" time O.C. Tangmere; who also served with the U.S.A. All Weather Flying Divi-
sion. Good for tl Air wargamer.

\RTILLERY TT'RC THE ACES - Colonel C.H.B.Rogers - ?3.50p. Very useful .-.mall
book or artillery from the 14th century to I.C.B.M. Most useful for the wargamer.

• ,.:jVIL WAR - John do St. Josse - 1972. This is a big book »nd gives
a -,lor: rii;,..,,n' ,:••!! BirtH of the Civil War. There is a great deal to interest the

actual fighting. I don t know
• • les if the Civil War or with Harold vsil-

• • ' • '•:•:.'.

FIGHTER TAC^cn AIID STRATEGY 1914-1970 - Edward H.Sims (1972) (First edition).
.,, ,.„,„..:,...., -: -htcr Pilot over Europe in the Second World War has mode a

:s for 1914 to Vietnam. After summaries of various
: many of the surviving leading fighters on Doth sides in

World War II, »i IAm. rican pilots if K raa Bnd Vietnam campaigns. He holds strong
views on the importanc :•• • • C .hi t pilots quoted are interesting, and

• with Bishop on the importance of marksmanship and supports Gould Lees
...,.: 0f Trenchards senseless and wast* ru] aggressive policy.

An in~e,, • • and controv. -sis] book that contains some outspoken corrections
of earlier views expr Ion tactics of the Allied Fighters in World War II. A
••• . •" for the Air Wargamer.

>V - O.P.Cheyny Jnr. This is a very large and interesting study of Marshal
v on his military side. It must surely be for some time tho definite Western

study of Sfcukov. whom it shows as an outstanding soldier, the mam trouble
shooter" for the Ru sian Army. A forward looking officer and a tank expert, fortun-

••••.- been in the cavalry under Budenny, he survived Stalins savage pre-war
••--. A good, but hard, Regimental Commander. He made his name by his defeat of

tho Japanese Ln the Manchurian border dispute before Hitler':; Invasion. A man who
might,"but for Stalin and Kruacl.eff, have forged a link between East and West with
Eisenhower. One of the outstanding -.oldiers of the war.

THE VALENTINE III NORTH AFRICA in 1942-3 - Brian Perrelt (1972). No 1 of Armour
in Action Series - £1.80p. First in a series written by authors with a practical
knowledge of armour. Excellent from the point of view of crew members as well as in-

oning render.; of capabilities and use of tanks. The book should be of considerable
use to wargamers fi ;hting Western Desert jaraes.

'HE LIGUT:'1"G CAMPAIGN - Major-General D.K.Palit (Reviewed Ln Wargamer's News-.
letter July 1972). A brief, but interesting account from the Indian point of view
of the Indo-Pakistani War that set up Bengla-Desh. This is a lot of interesting in
formation ir t is brief book, especially on Indian electronic devices and intelli
gence, and on the use of ang i-Desh guerillas. Politically and military India seems
to have handled tho campaign brilliantly - in marked contrast to the Indo-China cam
paign reviewed in a later book. India had to get a quick, but limited -result in the
case of East Pakistan and establish the State of Bangla-Desh before America or China
could intervene. The author is severely critical of Amer can intervention. It is
interesting to compan Mrs. Gandhi's political acumen with the blunders made by Nehru
in the China-India campaign (. ee the later review).

TANK WARFARE - Kenneth Maoksey (1971). This is an interesting, concise study
of tank warfare from World War 1 to the Six Day War. The author advances some in
teresting views on the strength and weaknesses of tanks, and e.on their proper use.
He is critical of many leading writers on tanks - Fuller, Liddell-Hart, Elles,
Hobart and Guderian among them. Useful for the modern wargamer.

THE SPECIAL AIR SERVICE - Philip Warner (£>.50p - 197l). This is the official
listory of the S.A.3. and gives an admirable study of the history of the Service,
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;-.- formation i.,n.dor David Stirling to its present Btatui as a Regular Corps
i.th 9 T.A. Detachment, associated with the former Artists Rifles. are account;

of i:.r work in the Desert Campaign, Lr. I . iiterrarman, the Far East, in Italy and
Europe after I)-Day - and of its subsr-qu. nt campaigns in Malaysia, The Oman,

Bocneo and Aden. You -.'ill b Lnt> the late Major Lassen's report, re-
lomrr.endir.g the use of the bow : operations; he was actually Issued with two
bows, nd killed eve::./; ' m arrow, to deer with them - although there seems
no recrjrd that he used them Ln action. Outstanding soldiers served with, the Corps!
the Stirling Brothers, Andrew Lasien V.C., Roy Farren, Mik« C lvert, Colon.-i

Prank.-;, rigadisr and Randolph Churchill. A fascinating book for anyone
interested ir. WorJ ecdal ops - i.ut <yin special ops of the S.A.S. type be
introduced ini iming?

INDIA'3 CHINA V.'AR - H.Maxwell, There is interesting background maierLol in tbia
book and it is Instructive to compare the Indian Array Ln its 1062 war with Chini

'-.:;. in the Uangla-Besh campaign. The chief interest is however political - and
show-; how the Indian disaster arose beceui Hi I I hi. army, promoted only
"Ye.'" men, convinced himself nd that China would not right, arc" thus involved
India 'n a military disaster hh«t was only saved from catastrophe by -he limited ob-
jechivi Chim • . Contrary ti :- ;eneral belief at the time in the West
Chinese hed a good case, and were very , and Nehru' :e finally
provoked the War.

•eminded of the attitude of British Labour politicians before 1939, and
of thi -• of Politicians who talk big a1 hiving th ' aok up their
wordy claims.

'.'.:.•• lory Today - September 1972. Contains an article by D.O.Chandler on Marl-
boi-ou.h and a fascinating study by Stuart Gouldin:; " 'anci •• eved" mi the
17tr " fcury Pcench 'Jars in Canada with the Iroquois Indians. Colonial wargamers
wai .:.'. -i new period will find it here, Bnd ti •description of the French uniforms
(fill .•••-- modeller;: something new in the way of conversions.

:-••••:!•:' BLAKE. General at Sea - Rev .R.J.Powell. (Z'-j). The author is a leading
ff" '•'•- ' 3n 17-h Century Naval Eistory Bnd thii will undoubtedly be, Cor a Ion

.. , - - aarr work on Blake. A neglected admiral, Blake probably rank:: second
v''1"' '• -'l-3'i and Drake. Apart from the Napoleonic Wars, the Commonwealth pe-ioa
! :: '•••'• greatest era in tho history of the Navy.

:•••£...IRo CF Alf OLD BALLOOKATIC - G.aodgos. (ej.25). Fascinating memoirs of a
man wr.o s:am•mood a Kite Balloon Section ir: Prance in World War I and, alter being
severe.;.- „ounJed, took over a balloon- ction on home defence- anci was area
ECju.a::'.. -,f a sseaplano base; be served with the Northamptonshire Regiment before
transferring to the R.P.C. This is an unfcrgetable picture of the life of the
oalloocii Ls, and of the spirit of the 1914-18 volunteer o: -a, and the flower of
English youth at the beginning of the War. Incidentally, there was a waxgaatca club
at Kings College, Cambridge, bc.fc.re 191/;:

AIR POWER - A CONCISE -IISTOP.Y - Robin Hi -li.-.r,. (£5.2b). A brilliant, though
expensive, short study Of air power from the Italc-Turkish War u 1912 to the Six
;••'•• -ween Israel and Egypt. The author is severe on shose who forget that tie

•inciplea of war also apply to air power and on the 'bomber1 achool of
thought. Thi best short study on the subject I have rsad.

HARD LYING Vhe Truth of the Destroyer 1895-191r; - Peter Smith 1972. (£2.50).
An ini a -, well illustrated account of British Destroyer development up to the

'•'•'' ~ ' '•• •- • '• J-" sf closseu, epeeds, and the ultimate fate of eaci; ship.
- iuld be a moot uaeiul reference book to naval wargamera of World War 1.

-' [£STCRj i- .: ..;... ANSHIP - C.Chevanix French. (£4. .•-;.). A fi.ru- book, com-.
' -:- ffoe-table type. Not the definitive history, but a very good survey of the
whole subject, from tht first stone-thrower by way of sling, bow, crocobow and :'

, hunting, and service weapons. V c, ! illustration:,. A
gocc baokgi luud weapon knowledge book for all period.-.. has interesting view:; on
the mounted archers an. discusses one of the great "ifs" oi" History - what would
have been the result of e. bsttie between the English longbownen and the mounted '.;••-
or Won ;ol arc: r.
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May I recommend a few more books. IRON COFFINS (the account of the U-3oat
campaign, by one of the German commanders) has recently been issued in paperback.

THE STRAITS OF MESSINA by Johannes Steinhaff (Deutsch). Thi3 is an account of
the struggle by the German Air Force against the Allied landings in Sicily. A study
of the German Air Force in defeat and the failure of Goering to understand modern
air warfare.

ARKS AND ARMOUR 1660-1918 by G. A.She.-.pard (Hart-Davis £1.75) will be a very
useful book for the vargames beginner. It covers, in outline, weapons and tactics,
from 1660 to the end of World War I - with a very great number of line illustrations.
It is an outline-study only, but, as such, should be quite useful.

I have just borrowed from our Library RUSSIA LOOKS TO THE SEA by David Fairhall
(Defence Correspondent of the Guardian) which seems to be a very solid study of the
expansion of the modern Soviet Navy.

I am not sure whether I mentioned to you Eraser's STEEL BONNETS - a study of the
Anglo-Scottish Border in the 16th Century. This is a very good book and should pro
vide backf-roundfor an unusual wargame campaign.

GUNS is a lovely coffee-table book, profusely illustrated - many in colour.
Some appear to me to be copies of water colour illustrations stuck in. While I do
not think there is a great deal in it that we did not know already, the illustrations
will provide wonderful guides - many contemporary - for the wargamer wanting artil
lery of any pe iod after the invention of gunpowder, and it would be a superbly
decorative volume for any wargamer to have in his shelves.

SWORDS FOR HIRE I found quite fascinating (I fear a favourite adjective of
mine). It describes the various European mercenary captains who served the native
Kings of India, before the English completed their conquest - it should provide back
ground for a most interesting series of worgames. I learned a lot about 18th century
xndian history from it. It is interesting to see how good a soldier Lake was, and
to wonder what would have happened had he been sent to the Feninsular and Wellesley
to Ireland!

Congratulations on your own book V/ARGAMSS THROUGH THE AGES. What a lot you have
squeezed into each chapter - not forgetting Surena's camels.

I was al3o flattered to find myself included in the bibliography of magazine
articles. It made me wish one could get hold of some of these. Would it be possible
to arrange a volume of reprints of these - not necessarily in printed book form, but
in such form as the Newsletter? I think it would be a best seller among all inter
ested in Ancient and Mediaeval games.

I was impressed by the point you made that we, with hindsight, find it difficult
to think back to, and use the tactics of the times. I was reminded, however, that
way back in the '20s the Amalgamated Press, as it then was, produced a Harmsworth
Universal History, for which they got some of the foremost historians of the day to
write. The man who wrote on Alexander said something to the effect that while the
Great War had changed tactics out of all knowledge, as long as an army had a front,
two flanks and a rear, we could still learn from Alexander.

Incidentally, when you issue a second edition, as I am sure you will, you ought
to include in the Bibliography on 'The Mongols' Cecilia Holland's superb novel "Un
til the Sun Falls". There are also two superb novels on the Fall of the Roman
Empire: Breem's "Eagle in the Snow" (now a paperback) and that marvelous work of
3ryher "Roman Wall" - a little masterpiece. Have you read SON OF A STAR, and Cecilia
Holland's latest (about the reign of Stephen) HAMMER OF PRINCES. I think I mentioned
Davies GET YAMAMOTO, an account of the ambushing of Yamamoto by the U.S.A.F. I have
also read a good novel of the Romans in Britain - Jack Scotts "THE PROVINCIAL GOVERN
OR". Another good story set in later Britain is "Caesar of the Narrow Seas" by Jack
Gloag.

Incidentally I sent John Edson, who writes the Cor.<:i Westerns, a copy of the
Western Cun Fight rules. He wrote to thank me, but thought the rules ought to pro
vide for fights among the "ladies" of the Western saloons. I got rather "hooked" on
his '"Westerns" last year, when I was on holiday in Ireland and could find nothing else
to read. He came up to talk to a small Book Club I belong to and said frankly he
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writes for a living and thinks the Western needs a story line to take it to its
next fight - but bee use he felt the Westerns he had read did not explain how the
gunmen fought and with what weapons, and how gamblers cheated he had made himself
quite an expert in Western weapons and customs etc., - but is very pro-Texas and
Southern. He is a very interesting character and a jolly good sort.

After haunting the shelves of my public library for nearly 12 months I have at
last succeeded in borrowing "THE MIGHTY EIGHTH" by Roger A.Freeman - a large coffee-
table history of the 8th U.S.A.F. which contains a lot of good photographs: useful
for World 'War II Air fight games.

I am also just reading "SHAKA'S HEIRS" by John Selby (Allen and Unwin - £4), a
useful, if brief, history of the Zulu and Matabele people and their native wars and
contacts with 3ritons and Boers; and "HARD LYING" a history of Destroyers from 1895
to 1915, but including a section on the 1915 destroyers in the Great War. There are
numerous photographs and lists of flotillas and ships - should be useful to Naval
Wargamers. The book is by Peter Smith (publisher William Kimber £2.50).

Early in January wo had a superb display, under glass case::, surrounded by tre
mendous volume of wargaming, militarii stories3 literature, of all sizes of
wargaming and collector:;' figures from 20mm to 52mm, including a number of dioramas
and three set-piece wargames. This was arranged by this bookshop (since one of my
sons is an enthusiast!) and by the Cambridge '..' Sooiety, basically run by
schoolboys, but now expanded to include undergraduates of the University and other
adults, as a result of the display. The exhibition, originally planned for a week,
was extended to 0 fortnight by popular demand, and will be repeated later.

I think it is good to see co-operation between manufacturers, retailers and the
amateur backbone of the hobby.

J.F.Welch (W.Heffer and Sons Ltd., Booksellers and Publisher:;,
Cambridge, England).

Model llililalfe
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

M A I ROMAN

MA 2 GREEK

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I UONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

PILES, MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES, LABELS

MM 4 CHEQUY . L02ENGY. BARS . GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS 118151 SELF ADHESIVE

SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm

12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

Rl I 1st GUARDS,1st 4th, 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT

Rl 2 2nd GUARDS, 3rd.14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

P&P 1.2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p.then 1p extra per item

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING

40P

40P

30P



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd. W1W
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures &Scale Models etc. V^f^'

25 mm FIGURES
(Fool figures-, per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Mors i per pack)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN/5 Line Infantry At ihc ready

Line Infantry Advancing
Line Infantry Standing firing
Line Infantry Kneelingready
Une Infantry Officer
Light Infantry At the ready
Light Infantry Advancing
Light Infantry Standing firing
Light Infantry Kneeling ready
Light Infantry Officer
Rifle Regiment At the ready
Rifle Regiment Advancing
Rifle Regiment Standing firing
Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
Rifle Regiment Officer
Kings German Legion Hussar mountc
Light Dragoon Trooper mounted
Scots Greys Trooper mounted
Scots Greys Officer mounted
Household Cavalry trooper mounted
Heavy Dragoons Trooper mounted

F.ONIC:PERIOD (FRENCH)
Old Guard Grenadier At the ready
Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing N"
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
Line Infantry Voltigcur/Grenadier At the ready
Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grcnadier Advancing
Line Infantry Voltigeur/Gr
Line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry Voltigeur/C
Light Infantry Voltigeur/C
Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carab
Light Infantry Officer
Foot Dragoon At the ready
Fool Dragoon Advancing
Foot Dragoon Standing firing
Foot Dragoon Offi
Lancer of the Imperial Guard
(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mounted
Dragoon Officer mounted
Dragoon Trumpeter mounted

Cuirrassier mounted

BN/6
BN/7
UN/8

BN/9

BN/14
UN/15
US 116

BN/17
US 118

HN/19
UN/20
BN/21
BN/22
BN/23

BN/24
BN/25
IIN/26
B.N/27
IIN/28
BN/29

NAPOI
NF/1
NF/2
NF/3
NF/7
NF/8

NF/9
NK/IO
SI III

NF/12
NF/I3
NF/14
NT/15
NF/16
NF/1 7
NF/21
NF/22
NF/23
NF/24
NF/25
NF/26
NF/27
NF/28
NF/29

NF/30
NF/31
NF/32

NF/3 3

ladicr Standing firing

abinier At the ready
abinier Advancing

Standing firing

ARTILLERY PIF.CF.S

For 25 mm Figures

A/4
A/5

9 pdr British Field gun (Napoh
8 pdr French Field gun (Napol

period]
Cperiod

25 mm FIGURES
(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BC/1 British LineInfantry At the ready
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Line Infantry Standing firing
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneelingready
BC/5 British Line Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 HighlandInfantry Kneelingready ucin
BC/10 Highland Infantry Officer
BC/1 I British Lancer (Lance not supplied)
BC/12 Fuzzy Wuzzys-Running
BC/1 3 -Fuzzy Wuzzys- Advancing
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/1 5 Dervish Advancing
BC/16 Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES
(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 llor t per pack)

ENGLISH C1VI1. WAR PERIOD
EP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/5 Musketeer (Hat)
EP/6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP/9 Cromwellian Officer mounted
EP/10 Royalist Officer mounted
EP/I IA Cromwellian Trooper mounted
EP/11B Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
EP/I 3 Artillery crew
EP/I 4 Dragoon dismounted
EP/I5 Dragoon mounted

MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Surding
MP/4 Grenadier Adva -ring
MP/7 Grenadier Advai. ing
MP/10 Musketeer Loading
MP/11 Musketeer Standing
MP/12 Musketeer Standing firing
MP/13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP/11 Musketeer At the ready
MP/20 Artillery crew
MP/21 Dragoon mounted
MP/22 Cavalryman mounted
MP/23 General/Officer mounted
MP/24 Grenadier mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ("Marlborough- period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough- period)
A/3 Saker (English Civil War)

Infantry packs -29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm 44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
up to -50p 9p £V26 to £800 --30p

£8-00- post free

Catalogue
•15p post paid (U.K.only)
•50p post paid (Oversea
airmail)

•51p to £1-25 - -16 p

The Square. Earls Barton, Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810612
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MUST

LIST
Those pleasant little

figures pictured on my right
are the 15mm metal soldiers
(1:120 scale, 2^-mm - 1 foot)
of the British Army 1700-173
that are produced by Peter
Laing, 11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Peter':; latest is a
range of feudals llth-12th Century A.I). (Crusades, Battle of Hastings, etc.,) and in
cludes Norman infantry and cavalry and Saracen infantry and cavalry. At this scale
it should be possible to reproduce some of those most interesting battles of the
Crusades such as Arsuf or even build-up fortifications such as Acre or Jerusalem -and
carry on some stimulating siege-warfare. I imagine they will paint up very attrac
tively and, being cheaper and smaller than the usual ranges with which we fight, it
should be possible to put on some rather exciting battles under Wargames Research
Rules with plenty of movement. Peter Laing tells me that he has the masters ready
for a set of wargames figures in the American War of Independence period - he intends
to have infantry figures in various stances (marching, advancing, standing and firing);
men of Light Companyj Grenadier Company; Hessian Grenadier; a Highlander with kilt
and Highlander in regulation leggings, etc. Eventually the range will include what
Peter terms "the odds and ends of regiments" but the initial items cover the main
units. The Line Company men are suitable to be painted up as Washington's Army.
Peter also has plans for a range of Ancients and then a Crimean selection. It seems
that these 15mm figures were originally produced as pilots for 1/144 scale model
World War I aircraft that were being scratch-built - but they came out oversize!

As model soldiers are what wargaming is all about, they come first in this
feature and I have pleasure in describing a package that arrived only this morning
from the old maestro of America Jack Scruby himself. Over the years Jack has intro
duced many items in the wargames field, running up and down the scales of figures
like a concert pianist! His latest scale is N gauge (9mm) and of them Jack writes
n,,«.it is conceivable with our new N gauge (9mm scale military miniatures) that the
ultimate in wargaming has become possible. These tiny model soldiers are cast with
most of the detail found in our larger miniatures, but their very size (infantry are
about 2-inch in height) offers new and unusual possibilities. Space problems on war-
games tables are solved, a great tactical battle can be fought on an area as small
as a card table. Once the battle is over, the storage problem is eliminated for an
army can be packed away in a cigar box. N gauge may be the "step between" board war
gaming and miniature wargaming. The boardgamer who has no desire to paint soldiers
can easily spray-paint "red" and "blue" forces and have "instant armies" with which
to battle. The models can be used as "markers" on a tactical battle board map if
the enthusiast has no desire to get involved with "N" gauge battleground accessories.
3esides the important factor of price, the wargamer will be stirred by the tremendous
possibilities inherent in playing with N gauge on his regular wargame table. The
ultimate in "3trategy-tactical" wargames can be reached in 9mm scale as it is poss
ible to play out an entire campaign on one table-top. Many tactical battles can be
fought all at one time, in one great wargame!"

As I waite I have in front of me sets of figures for four different periods plus
a very promising looking bunch of American Civil War Ironclad warships. The Ancient
range seems to include Greek, Persian, Assyrian and Roman, with foot figures, archers,
horsemen and mounted archers. The Napoleonic period includes British, French and
Bavarian - infantry, artillery, cavalry, officers, standard bearers, etc., etc. The
American Civil War group have infantry, cavalry and standard bearers while there is
a nice little tank and group of infantrymen which could be used for World War II or
'/en later. These figures are sold attached to their pouring sprue and are painted

in this manner, then cut from the sprue when finished and mounted on stands or trays.
The figures are sold by the bag - 20 infantry #2.00; 10 cavalry #2.50; 20 metal mov
ing trays $52.50; bag of five cannons $1.25; 10 artillerymen, standard bearers and
officers #1.50 - postage is #1.00 minimum on 50-150 models, over that add regular
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postage based on 200 infantry to the pound (100 cavalry or guns). If you are buying
these from England then your bank will tell you the conversion rates for sterling
into dollars and will also provide the American currency. There is a lot more I
could say about these figures but I have said enough to introduce them and will go
further into what Jack has told me about them in next month's Newsletter. I forgot
to mention that the leaflet accompanying each order gives instructions in painting
plus details of uniforms together with some hints about wargaming in N gauge.

An American reader has sent me a brightly coloured advert put out by Revolution
ary War Soldiers, Dept. R.W.G.-13, Box 536, Westbury, Long Island, New York 11590,
U.S.A. The advert offers 204 flat plastic figures of the American Revolution period,
including cavalry, infantry, guns and Indians, moulded in different colour plastic in
30mm scale. Of course these are only second rate figures but are ideal to start your
children on wargaming because they are bigger than Airfix and therefore less liable
to be swept up by a vacuum cleaner. The price in America is #1.98 but I imagine that
it would cost more if purchased from England. Christopher Lance Scott, one of our
leading Southampton wargamers, bought two or three sets of these and made up some
quite interesting armies with them.

I have received from the Wargames Research Group a boxed game "DECLINE AND FALL".
This game has been previously advertised in the Newsletter and Bob O'Brien of 75
Ardingly Drive,•Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, (from whom the game can be purchased at £3.75
post free, in U.S.A. #8.75 surface mail paid) writes "Sales seem to be coming along
well and so far all comments I have heard have been very favourable. What really
makes the game, apart from the well researched basic rules (and may I say the quality
of the production?) is the inter-action between players as they try to get the better
of one another on the diplomatic front. Hardly a turn goes by without one being sub
jected to threats, bribes, offers of alliances and so on." These boardgames are not
really in my line and I have a particular aversion for "Diplomacy" type games where
all sorts of intrigue, scheming, etc., goes on. Therefore I have passed the game on
to a highly experienced board wargamer of my acquaintance who is going to subject it
to exhaustive tests and his review will be published in the Newsietter in due course.
Apart from what I consider to be an extremely uninspiring box-lid, the game seems to
me to be very well produced and, knowing the amount of research that goes into every
thing put out by this Group, I am certain that it is accurate and what emerges from
it bears a pretty reasonable resemblance to real-life. The Wargames Research Group
ars to be congratulated on their initiative in putting out a boardgame, which is a
highly competitive and expensive line, and it is hoped that they will receive the
support they deserve. I understand that a further game "WAR FLEETS OF ANTIQUITY"
will shortly be announced.

From those wild enthusiasts Mike Blake, Steve Curtis, Ian Colwill, in conjunc
tion with Ted Herbert, I have received a set of their new "Colonial Skirmish Wargame
Rules 1850-1900" 3nd very impressive it is! Well bound and produced, the booklet
(which costs £1 including postage and packing in the U.K. and #5-50 U.S.A.), is very
pleasantly and informatively written and includes a host of small line drawings plus
a three page section of wargames photographs posed with those beautiful 30mm Stadden
Colonial figures of which I have written before. The rules include sections on all
the types of combatants one is likely to encounter in Colonial warfare in this period,
not only that involving the British Empire either! There are comprehensive details
of the various weapons and their potentialities plus a chapter "Situations and Forces"
which gives some interesting information on setting up suitable situations to be con
trolled by these rules; then there is a section on uniforms, another on availability
of figures and conversions plus a bibliography (which I am sorry to see does not in
clude "Wargamer's Newsletter" although my books and rules are given a good write up!)
Having said all that and delayed the fatal hour, now I must come to the rules them
selves and right at the beginning I must mention, in all fairness, that I am a strong
advocate of "back-of-a-postcard" rules which the users (who need to be good friends
who fight frequently and regularly) know off by heart. These Colonial skirmish rules
cover just about every possible eventuality known to mankind, including coughing and,
after two readings, still seem to me to be so detailed as to require constant refer
ence which will hold up a game. However, I may well be extremely unfair in saying
this particularly as I have a built-in resistance to rules of any sort that I haven't
written myself! However, in early March a party of us from Southampton have foisted
ourselves upon Steve Curtis and his family in Bristol and we are spending an entire
day down there having a "teach-in" and demonstration of these rules - af$er that I
think I may well be in a position to give a much fairer description of them. How
ever, do not let me deter any potential purchasers because these sets of rules are
worth reading even if you never use them and I am full of admiration and respect for
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the enthusiasm and knowledge that has gone into their formulation.

From Burton R. Labelle of Forest Park 23, Biddeford, Main 04005, U.S.A. I have
received a number of copies of his postal Diplomacy magazine PELLUCIDAR. Quite frank
ly, I understand so little about this game and it appears to be of an esoteric nature
that blanks out part of my brain, that it might as well be written in Sanskrit for
all the sense I can make of it! However, I know that there are thousands of Diplom
acy players throughout the world to whom all this will be meat and drink so if you
are one of them and you wish to get involved in postal Displomacy games then this
may well open a big door for you!

I am told by Charles Eberle of Neward, U.S.A., that ".... all those readers who
did not purchase a copy of "Venture Simulation in War, Business and Politics" should.
Despite its high sounding title it is an excellent reference on wargaming and 'hard'
facts." I have no personal knowledge about this subject at all, I merely nass on
the recommendation!

I have had a leaflet from the Balboa Game Company, P.O.Box 81021, San Diego,
California 92138, U.S.A., telling me that the game BATAAN features three coloured
game sheets, die-cut unit counters, six different combat results tables, landing
behind U.S. lines, sea evacuations, air units, artillery duels, hidden movements,
unique zone of control rules, supply problems, optional rules and five what if situa
tions (history changes). All that for #4.00, postage 50 cents - foreign orders
#1.00 extra!

From those enterprising publishers Bivouac Books Ltd., 21/25 Earl Street,
London EC2A 2AL, I have received the latest in their Uniformation Series - this
time Austro-Hungarian infantry 1809-15 and Highlanders 1815. Each sheet contains
13 full colour illustrations of the title subject, including rear views, plus detail
ed line drawings of badges, headgear, etc. There is also a clear and highly readable
explanatory text and, as the prints show privates, NCOs, Officers, drummers, standard
bearers, then they are of great value to the wargamer who has, on one print, all the
information he needs to paint a complete wargames army. This series now includes
French Line Infantry 1812-15; Dutch-Belgium Infantry 1815; British Line Infantry 1815;
The Brunswick Black Corps 1815; and coming shortly are Prussian Line Infantry 1815;
Russian Line Infantry 1812-15; French Light Infantry 1812-15; British Light Infantry
1812-15; Prussian Landwehr 1812-15 and The French Imperial Guard Infantry 1815. Each
Uniformation print costs 75p including postage and packing.

From Squadron/Signal Publications of 5515 East Ten Mile Road, Warren, Michigan
48091, U.S.A., I have received the latest in their Armor Series - Number 5 the Nashorn
Hummel, Brumbar in Action. This is a most stimulating series for the World War II
wargamer as it contains unique photographs (heaven knows where they get them from)
of all these vehicles in different positions so that there is no need to rake around
in numerous books and other sources when all the information is contained in this
series. From the same publisher is their Aircraft No. Seven the F8 Crusader in
Action. Similar to the Armor Series, this set contains a host of photographs in all
positions amd circumstances of the aircraft in question and, whilst perhaps not as
attractive to the wargamer, presents a stimulating publication. Both cost #3.95 in
America.

Simulations Publications Inc., of New York, have an English Agent Malcolm
Watson of "Duntay", 7 Alexander Drive, Timporley, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 6NE.
Through him it is possible to obtain Strategy and Tactics magazine and the many
games and publications put out by this lively American organisation.

DO YOU AGREE WITH STEPHEN REED? (Continued from Page 5)

The most important aspect, missing from board games, will by the systems of
orders and concealment. Orders will be handled in the now traditional fashion as in
Wargames Research Group, but a much more restricted morale system is required since
the only results we are interested in is if the unit breaks or takes a defensive
stance.

Concealment is essential in modern war and can only be handled properly with an
umpire. Otherwise blank counters can be used until they are within visibility range,
or orders can be given before hidden forces are revealed and only modified in the
light of known circumstances.

This brief outline suggests a possible larger scale modern warfare than is norm
ally handled, which, although lacking in the details of individual actions, may more
accurately reproduce reality.



LOOKING
AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - February 1973- Contains useful illustrated article on the construct
ion of an American Civil War observation balloon by Terry Wise; by the same author
Buildings for Wargamers (convers na of Airfix kits); a useful painting hint; constr
uction of Ancient Warships; 54mm figures Charge of the Light Brigade; a number of
articles on military aircraft plus reviews of figures, books, kits, correspondence
section and appi i • adv rts.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol. Six, No. 5. Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society which contains
an approach to gunnery in naval wargames; Notes on Carronades; The Voyage of the
Emden; plus book and ship reviews, etc.

THE AVALON iill.L GENERAL - N«. i-December 1972. A very informative article on
World War II naval war - The Midway Thesis; plus a historical article Campaign at
Waterloo together with numerous articles on various aspects of board wargaming.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - December 1972. This journal of military history, includes theory
ichnology and i. Lshed on behalf of the American Military Institute. It

contains well wrj n and advanced articles on the political and strategic aspects
of warfare but its main interest for wargamers lies in its extensive book and journal
article reviews.

MILITARY MODELLING - February 1975- Contains article number 24 of Charles Grant's
Napoleonic Wargame:: serii S - Artillery-Canister; a visit to Hinchliffe Models; paint
ing techniques; a visit to Helmet Products; an illustrated article on a diorama with
plasticine figures; plus reviews of various plastic kits, mostly too large for war
gamers and an I resting w with photographs of the latest 54mm figures of
gladiators used in 1 for 1 wargam

)DEL BOATS - February 1975- Contains an article and plans for an Austro-"ungarian
World War I Battles! p.

SIGNAL - January 1973- This stimulating little Newsletter of Canadian John Mansfield
(now in Europe) lists all the latest items and events. It keeps you up to date with
what manufacturers ore turning out, films, events, etc., etc., and is well worth the
subscription of 20 copies for £1.00p. - P.O.Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden Baden 1,
West Germany. Please use postal money orders and not cheques.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - .' tuber 1972. Stimulating as always, contains a most
thought provoking art. icle ARMAGEDDON * the genesis of warfare 3000 to 500 BC. This

gives lots of details of troops and weapons of that period, together with the American
Revolution 1775 to 1783, will be of great value to wargamers.

TANKETTE - February-March 1975. The Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association
Magazine. Larger and better produced so thst it is more readable this will make it
even more appi tising for the modernist. This issue contains a large pull-out plan
together with numerous other plans and diagrams to aid the scratch builder of 1:72nd
or similar scale tanks and soft vehicles. It also reviews books, figures, kits, etc.

THE 1973 NATIONAL WARGAME CONVENTION - (Continued from page 4)
conceit that their rules should be adopted as the National set in a particular
period simply because they have convinced themselves that they have all the answers
and that they arc the best rules, before wargamers in general show their approval.

In tho 1973 competitions a number of sets of rules that I have written will be
used again, with amendments proved necessary at the 1972 Convention. The aim of
these amendments is to improve the playability of the rules in a convention situa
tion, basic principals will remain the same. However, I am sure that no matter how
these rules are amended, they will never suit everyone, and it is highly unlikely
that even in their amended form they will be chosen for the 1974 Convention by the
organisers of that event whoever they are. I hope however that those of us in the
Leicester Society involved with writing and amending these rules will have contri
buted something constructive to wargaming. I doubt it will be possible for several
years to come that a set of rules in the periods in question (Napoleonics, A.C.W.,
W.V/.II) can be properly established as a National set.

Finally, let me assure all would be entrants and spectators for the 1973
National Convention, that the Leicester Society will do everything they can to make
1973 the best Convention yet. With the experience of 1972 behind them they know
what to expect, the mistakes to avoid and the areas requiring improvement, moreover
a degree of continuity will be maintained not previously possible.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

The British Model Soldier Society Bristol Area Branch in conjunction with the
Bristol Wargames Society are holding a large one day meeting on Saturday, 24th
March 1973, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. (open to the general public from 2.50 p.m.) at
the Central Hall, Red Cross Street, Old Market, Bristol 2. Admission will be 15p
and there will be demonstration wargames in the following periods - Modern; World
War I; American Civil War; Napoleonic; Mediaeval; Seven Years War; 16th Century;
Colonial; American Revolution; English Civil War; Western Gun Fight and Ancient
periods. There will be model soldier and military modelling competitions; trade
stands; exhibitions and display of model soldiers. Refreshments will be availabl
If you want any more information about it write to Mike Blake at 45 Sommerville
Road, Bristol BS7 9AD.

*****

Bock numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter can be obtained for the months of Novem
ber I968 and from May 1972 to February 1973 at 18p each (50 cents).

*****

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for.- usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once a month and dispatched, so please
be patient as your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

*****

That Mecca for model soldier colle.tors TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London W.I.,
are opening a Wargames Department under the care of the well-known London wargamer
Jim Poulton. They intend selling figures made by commercial manufacturers but, of
great interest, they ore also going to expand their range of Stadden wargames
figures and to provide a 'Russian "enemy" for those incomparable 1-inch Crimean war
figures that came out a few years ago and are probably the best wargames figures
ever made.

*****

"NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION" - a computer controlled postal wargame. Send S.A.E. for
rules to C.Harvey, 30 Gorway Road, Walsall, Staffs.

*****

Canadian and American postal Money Orders in dollars are not negotiable in
Great Britain and always have to be returned to the sender. A dollar cheque can
be negotiated but costs an additional 30 cents which should be added to its value.
STERLING postal Money Orders are ideal. Low value coins from America and Canada
cannot be accepted, nor can currency from countries other than America and Canada.

*****

THE LONDON ANCIENT WARGAMES CLUB meets at the Ordnance Arms, York Road,
Waterloo, every third Sunday of the month. They are the only Club in London cater
ing solely for the Ancient period and are shortly starting a campaign besides
creating their own countries so that there is plenty of scope for interesting war
gaming. Write to Michael Wasilewski, 100 Woodhouse Road, Finchley, London N12 ORL.

*****

Anyone interested in Napoleonic wargames in the Batley, Yorkshire, area ring
Batley 4181, evenings.

*****

ADVLRTIJl.'i:; RAJTIjS IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page ... £6.00 (#16.00). Quarter page ... £1.50p (#4.00)
Half pase ... £3.00 (#8.00). Eighth page ... 75p (#2.00).'

Classified adverts lp (2 cents) per word.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

»rws BY DONALD F3ATIISRST0HE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.
•• WARGAMES" -The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (#5-75).
"T.'AVAL WAROAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5.75).
"AIR WARGAMES" -Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75).
nanVAHCEr. WAnGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames'' introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. l?b.OJ.

18 page bibliography. £3-00p including postage. (#8.00 U.&.A.;.
"B\TTL*S WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - Anew and completely different book that introduces

ffgg r.xi: Spgr^^^a-str
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). :.2.50p. (#8.00;.
"KTLITARY MODELLING" - Is abook packed with instructions for moulding and casting

section Sealing With the conversion of Airfix and Historex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye end Ward). £2.05p. l?6.00;.
"HANDBOOK ^OK MODEL SCLDI3R COLLECTORS" -An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books »«**••fg0^"' etC'» B±°'
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers -85p. W-OTJ.
"AT THEM WITK Tig BAYONET!" -The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).
^HACJOKALB OF THE 42nd" -The story of aHighlander of the Black Watch, in England,
during the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. £3.20p. (#8.00 U.S.A.).
"OLD BRITISH MO^T. SOLDIERS. 1895-1916" - L.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors. £1.65?.(#5-75)»

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming
1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for '.merican Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial ..'ars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p. (#3-50) including postage.

"V/ARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents Bank Hand
ling charge added to them. 10* to be added to all Canadian dollar cheques.



AIRFIX NEWCOMERS

Britten-Norman
B.N.2 Islander

One ofthemostsuccessful Br.nsliproduced
lightaircraftever,theBrmenNorman Islander

•rjni/,cent addition to the.:
Tins.,nelydetailedhi issuppliednm i i
interiors—executiveoran taxi—andmo
sets of/parkings
Price 25p.

Waterloo British Cavalry
Tins rascmtting HO 00 i/atrge set U
OlBrili',:. -• ttmoUS
light cavalry of the period—
includes a mounted standard
tea-er. trumpitar. and drummer
•wrong the 12 different 'mures
in the set Thareara
liones and a stand lor
t'Jc h horse and ndai
Price I9p ,.

#

The world's biggest range ofconstruction kits.
9 Airfix pubhc.HiDon

AirliK catalog
Airfia Magazine - a'muUfig/ motfett
A,rf„ books- HMSV .

Deslith(Print& Design)LTD. 121.Commercial Rd.. Southampton SOI OGH England
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